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School Summary
San Juan is a grade 9-12 high school in San
Juan Unified School District. It is located at
7551 Greenback Lane in the City of Citrus
Heights, Sacramento County. The attendance
boundary also includes areas within the Fair
Oaks census designated place (CDP) and
Carmichael CDP, within unincorporated
Sacramento County. The campus is 34.3
acres.
The table at right provides a variety of facts
about the school.
For the 2018-2019 school year, the Free &
Reduced Price Meal Program (FRPM) rate
was 75.8%, which is considered to be a
disadvantaged school by the state criteria of
75% and above.
For 2018-2019, 42.1% of 9th grade students
were in the “Needs Improvement - Health
Risk” category for Body Composition in the
California Physical Fitness Report. This is a
general indication of the physical activity level of the students.
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Student Distribution
For the 2019-2020 school year, about 593 students were enrolled, of whom 482 (81%) lived within the
attendance boundary and 392 (66%) lived within a 40-minute walk. The furthest edge of the attendance
boundary is about 4.3 miles street distance from the school, which greatly exceeds walking distance for
high school students. The majority of students live east and southeast of the school, but are also widely
distributed throughout the attendance area and beyond.
The map below (pdf version in the appendices) includes:
• Attendance boundary (red outline). San Juan USD has an open enrollment policy under which
students may apply for a waiver to attend any school.
• Student density layer (blue highlight). Indicates relative numbers of students. The areas without any
color on the map have a student density too low to show up on the map, but may have students within
them.
• Dots indicate student residences but do not reflect numbers because they do not show multiple
students within a household or multiple residences with the same address.
• ‘Walk-shed’ (orange highlight). Indicates 20-minute walk radius from the school, which is about one
mile and a typical walking distance for elementary students. It does not consider safety or perception
barriers such as busy streets that may be uncomfortable to cross or walk along.
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Mode Share
A student tally was conducted in May 2018, with the results table shown below. A parent survey and
additional tallies will be conducted as part of the full assessment.
The active transportation mode share (walk, bike and other) of 41.0% is well above average for the
district. Transit use of 9.0% is well above average for the district, and the school is located directly on a
15-minute frequency route, Route 1 Greenback. Unusual for the district, most students are not driven to
school. The carpool rate of 15.0% is a well above average, and may be family carpooling or student
carpooling.
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Existing Conditions
Assessment
The purpose of this pre-assessment is to compile information that is already available about San Juan
High School, pending a full Safe Routes to School Assessment under the Active Transportation Program
Cycle 4 (ATP4) grant awarded to San Juan Unified School District for 2019-2022. When complete, the
assessment will be part of the Citrus Heights School Walkability Master Plan including all twelve Citrus
Heights schools.

Arrival/Dismissal and Safety Information
The San Juan Safety Page (https://www.sanjuan.edu/Domain/500) has a minor amount of information
about arrival and dismissal, included in the appendices.

School Zone
A map of the existing school zone is available in the appendices. No recommendations for change have
been made to date.

Walk Score & ZenDrive
Walk Score is a measure of the walkability of a location, based on available destinations. It does not
address the availability of sidewalks or safety of street crossings. WalkScore 59 = ‘Somewhat Walkable:
Some errands can be accomplished on foot.’. The school does rate well for access to schools and
groceries, but lower on other measures. BikeScore 49 = ‘Somewhat Bikeable: Minimal bike
infrastructure.’. TransitScore is not available.

Zendrive School Safety Snapshot is a measure of the behavior of drivers around schools. Mesa Verde is
ranked 460 of 487 in Sacramento, a grade of F, with the driver behaviors of aggressive acceleration, hard
braking and phone use the leading contributor to the poor score. The presence of the campus on
Greenback Lane, a high-speed, high-volume arterial may contribute significantly to the poor grade.
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Maps
Collisions
The collision map in the appendices shows the pattern of collisions or crashes involving pedestrians and
bicyclists within and nearby the Mesa Verde attendance boundary. The collisions are not selected by
time of day or age of victim, so do not necessarily indicate collisions involving students, however, the
pattern does identify high collision corridors and intersections which would be priorities for safety
improvements and traffic calming. As is typical of all areas within the school district, almost all
collisions occur along arterial and major collector streets, such as Greenback Lane and San Juan Avenue/
Sylvan Avenue, not within neighborhoods.
The collision data is from the Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS; https://tims.berkeley.edu/)
which provides Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System data and maps. The map uses data from
2013-01 through 2017-12.
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Bicyclist Facilities
Bike facility data is from the SACOG Regional Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Trails Master Plan 2017, which
includes data from the City of Citrus Heights. The majority of the Class 2 and 3 bicycle facilities within
the attendance boundary are complete.
Sidewalk data is not mapped separately but is included in the Walking and Bicycling Routes Map
available in the appendices.
Transit
Sacramento Regional Transit District (SacRT) offers bus service throughout much of Sacramento
County, however, the suburban areas of the county do not have dense or frequent service. The routes
most relevant to San Juan are Route 1 Greenback and Route 23 El Camino, which run on Greenback
Lane adjacent to the school. Route 1 is 15-minute frequency, and Route 23 is 30-minute frequency. Both
are used by a number of students. Other routes connect with Route 1 and Route 23. The SmaRT Ride
program of microtransit is available in Citrus Heights and is already used by some students. A map in
the appendices shows transit service across the attendance boundary.
Parks & Other Destinations
This map, developed from a variety of sources, shows community destinations that students might
access by walking and bicycling. The availability of such destinations strongly affects the walkability
and bikability of a neighborhood, and can greatly increase the physical activity level of students. Student
routes for school and these other destinations frequently.
CalEnviroScreen
CalEnviroScreen scores within the school attendance boundary are 16-75%. Scores of 80% and above of
the state average indicate a disadvantaged area. CalEnviroScreen is an environmental health screening
tool, using 20 indicators of pollution, environmental quality, and socioeconomic and public health
conditions. A pdf map is available in the appendices.
Income
Median household income (MHI) is another indicator of disadvantaged community status, and census
tracts with levels less than 80% of the state MHI may qualify in grant applications. The Median
Household Income map in the appendices indicates seven census tracts are below 100% of California
MHI, and five are below 80%.
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Planning Documents
Most of the San Juan attendance boundary is within the City of Citrus Heights, though small areas is
within Orangevale and Fair Oaks, census designated places (CDP) within unincorporated Sacramento
County.
Citrus Heights Bikeway Master Plan
The Citrus Heights Pedestrian Master Plan, dated December 2015, is available at http://
www.citrusheights.net/DocumentCenter/View/4246/Bikeway-Master-Plan-2015CouncilApproved121015.
Citrus Heights Pedestrian Master Plan
The Citrus Heights Pedestrian Master Plan, dated May 2016, is available at http://www.citrusheights.net/
DocumentCenter/View/5289/City-Council-DRAFT-Pedestrian-Master-Plan-PDF.
Creek Corridor Trail Project
The Citrus Heights Creek Corridor Project analyzed creeks throughout the city for possible trail
locations, and prioritized projects. Information including the Feasibility Report is available at http://
www.citrusheights.net/546/Creek-Corridor-Trail-Project.
Citrus Heights Capital Improvement Program
The Citrus Heights Capital Improvement Program, dated April 2019, is available at https://
www.citrusheights.net/DocumentCenter/View/12494/Final-CIP-19_20-to-23_24-.
The pedestrian master plan indicates sidewalk gaps that will be filled as funds allow. Class 2 bike lanes
are complete on most of the roadways nearby the school, but there are significant incomplete gaps
further away. The Electric Greenway path will provide Class 1 multi-use path from areas northeast of the
school, nearly but not all the way to the school. The path from Arcade Creek Park Preserve just west of
Sunrise, to the west, is not yet scheduled.
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Recommendations for Oﬀ-Campus Improvements
These recommendations were developed from limited observations. The assessment process will develop
additional off-campus recommendations.
1. School Zone
1.1. Greenback Ln: The school speed limit sign (CA-MUTCD SR-4-1) on eastbound Greenback
Lane is partially obscured by utility poles, and should be moved to a nearby location where it is
not obscured. The type and location of all the school zone signs and speed limit signs on
Greenback Lane should be reviewed. [photo 1.1]
2. Sidewalks & Walkways
2.1. Mariposa Ave: Sidewalk on the west side of Mariposa Avenue ends at the campus edge
northbound. It should be extended to San Simeon Drive, which is a stop-controlled intersection
with school (yellow) crosswalks on the east and south side. [photo 2.1]
2.2. Greenback Ln: The sidewalk on the south side of Greenback is interrupted by utility poles and
guy wires, and has a rolled curb, inappropriate for a high-speed, high volume arterial, and
create a pedestrian hostile environment. The utility poles should be moved, or the sidewalk
widened and/or separated, and a vertical curb emplaced. [photo 2.2]
3. Bicycle Facilities
3.1. The bicycle network in close proximity to the school is mostly complete, however, in the
further edges of the attendance boundary in the City of Citrus Heights and Sacramento County
it is not, and should be completed.
3.2. Ensure that Class 2 bike lanes on all roadways extend to the intersections and are not dropped
in favor of turn lanes. Ensure that all signals have bicycle detector marks and that they function
properly.
4. Intersections & Crossings
4.1. Greenback Ln: The mid-block school (yellow) crosswalk with pedestrian signal over
Greenback Lane is used by a significant number of students. Because the signal cycle is set by
the long Greenback signal cycle pattern, it can delay up to two minutes before changing, so
students cross without waiting. The signal should respond to button press within 30 seconds.
4.2. Greenback Ln: Students cross mid-block to businesses on the south side of Greenback Lane.
Extending median fencing from the Greenback Lane-Mariposa Ave intersection to the
emergency access gap in the median would reduce the number of mid-block crossings by
diverting some to the intersection, and focus those that do occur on one point.
5. Traffic Calming
5.1. Greenback Ln: The speed display sign on Greenback eastbound just west of the mid block
school crosswalk regularly indicates speeds over 50 mph (the display changes to ‘slow down’
at 50 mph) during the time when students are present and the posted speed is therefore 25 mph.
Enforcement of the school zone speed limit must occur. Consideration should be given to
reducing the speed limit on Greenback Lane from San Juan Avenue to Mariposa Avenue from
40 mph to 35 mph to reduce the differential between background speed and school zone speed.
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Recommendations for On-Campus Improvements
The recommendations below are standard for schools within San Juan Unified School District. The
assessment process will develop additional on-campus recommendations.
8. Bicycle, Skateboard & Scooter Parking
8.1. Purchase and install modern bike racks (ABPB recommended), and a skateboard/scooter
storage rack, to meet demand on a typical nice weather day, about 5% for bikes and 2% for
skateboard/scooters. Locate racks on a paved surface in the central area of campus. [Photos 8.1
a,b,c]
9. Curb Management & Parking
9.1. Install two short-term parking spots in the main parking lot so that drivers do not park along
red curb. Spots can be signed (MUTCD R7-108) and pavement marked in green. [Sign 9.1]
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Recommendations for Program
The recommendations below are standard for schools within San Juan Unified School District. The
assessment process will develop additional program recommendations.
10. Drop-off and Pick-up
10.1. Provide clear instructions to drivers on the drop-off/pick-up procedures, with both text and
diagrams, in the beginning of school year packet and on the Safety webpage. Have extra staff
on duty the first two weeks of the school year to train drivers in proper procedures and safe
driving.
10.2. All duty staff working in drop-off/pick-up areas will wear safety vests and be trained for
interaction with drivers and students.
11. Education
11.1. Provide transit education to all 9th grade students.
11.2. Improve the school safety webpage by adding or referencing pedestrian, bicyclist, and
motorist safety information.
11.3. Educate parents about safe walking and bicycling for students, and safe driving around
walkers and bicyclists.
12. Encouragement
12.1. Establish regular “bike train” programs.
12.2. Celebrate Walk to School Day in the fall and Bike to School Day in the spring.
12.3. Create walking and bicycling preferred route maps, and distribute on paper and the school
safety web page.
13. Evaluation
13.1. Conduct Safe Routes to School student tally at least once every three years, for trend analysis
and grant applications.
13.2. Review Safe Routes to School assessment documents every three years, and update for
changed conditions and new solutions. Both the Safe Routes to School program and the school
Safety Committee should review.
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Photos, Diagrams and Signs
Off-Campus
Photo 1.1: Greenback school sign obscured

Photo 2.1: Mariposa sidewalk west infill

Photo 2.2: Greenback utility poles & curb

On-Campus

Photo 8.1c: modern skateboard/scooter racks

Photo 8.1a: existing bike racks

Sign 9.1: short term parking
Photo 8.1b: modern bike racks
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Revision History
2020-01-31 R3:
• Added Recommendations for Off-Campus Improvements section with items noted on existing
conditions and arrival/dismissal observations, including School Zone, Sidewalk and Walkway, Bicycle
Facilities, Intersections and Crossings, and Traffic Calming elements. Added supporting photos.
• Added census tract table with median household income, CalEnviroScreen and student numbers.
• Added collision map graphic to Maps section.
2020-01-25 R2:
• Reorganized text to follow current standard, including Existing Conditions, Maps, and Planning
Documents sections
• Updated all student and other data to currently available
• Updated the map set
2019-06-19:
This is the first version of this document.
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Appendices
Note: Appendix pages are not numbered, but are in the order listed. Pages may be updated as new
information becomes available. The date the page was updated, or for data and map pages, the date of
the latest information, is shown.
School Information
• ATP4 application pages
• path-of-travel diagram 2017
• Safety excerpt, bicycles, etc.
• School Zone map
Recommendations
• Marking for Drop-off/Pick-up Lane with Fire Lane diagram
Encouragement
• Walking and Bicycling Routes map 2019-04
• Transit Flier 2020-01
Evaluation
• Student Tally Report 2018-05
Maps
• student density 2019
• student distribution 2019
• collisions 2017
• bike facilities 2017
• transit 2019
• parks & destinations 2018
• CalEnviroScreen3 2018
• income 2017
Additional general documents supporting the assessment are available at
https://saferoutessanjuan.wordpress.com/assessments/. Additional documents on pedestrian, bicyclist
and motorist education and safety are available at https://saferoutessanjuan.wordpress.com/education/.
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San Juan High School

Name

San Juan High

Grades

9-12

Project: A full assessment will be performed,
with on-campus and off-campus projects
recommended and prioritized. The assessment
will include walk and bike audits, extensive
observations, and community engagement. The
high school will become part of the City of
Citrus Heights School Walkability Master Plan.
A transit education and encouragement program
will be offered.

Address

7551 Greenback Ln
Citrus Heights CA 95610

Community

City of Citrus Heights

Website

https://www.sanjuan.edu/sanjuan

Enrollment

596 (2017-2018); boundary

Students within boundary

77%

Free & Reduced Rate

78.7% (2017-2018)

Body Composition at Risk

29.1% (2016-2017)

Student Tally

2018-05

Issues:
• The adjacent intersection of Greenback Ln
and Mariposa Ave is hazardous, with a
number of crashes and fatalities, and rightturns often failing to yield to pedestrians;
• Mid-block pedestrian signal on Greenback
has a poor driver yield rate;
• Students cross Greenback Ln mid-block to
businesses

Active Mode Share

41% (244)

Parent Survey

none

Walk Audit

none

Grant

none

School Code

34-67447-3438504

Coordinates

38.680097ºN, 121.287469ºW

Census Tracts

Students

Median Income

CalEnviroScreen3

6067008141

163 (26%)

$37,021 = 58%

41-45%

6067007501

21 (3%)

$34,770 = 55%

71-75%

6067008119

44 (7%)

$64,407 = 101%

26-30%

6067008120

23 (4%)

$50,548 = 79%

21-25%

6067008125

27 (4%)

$60,107 = 94%

16-20%

6067008133

22 (4%)

$27,742 = 44%

51-55%

6067008134

30 (5%)

$47,656 = 75%

31-35%

6067008135

25 (4%)

$38,801 = 61%

51-55%

6067008136
19 (3%)
Disadvantaged: San Juan qualifies for
disadvantaged community status based on a Free 6067008137 22 (4%)
& Reduced Price Meal rate of 78.7%. It also has 6067008138 49 (8%)
seven census tracts within its attendance
boundary that are below 80% of state median household income.

$49,576 = 78%

21-25%

$46,950 = 74%

31-35%

$59,395 = 93%

41-45%

Projected increase in walking and bicycling: 5%
(29) as a result of on-campus programs and
procedures recommended in the assessment and
implemented during the program. Future offcampus and on-campus infrastructure projects
will increase active mode share.

•
•
•
•

Student tally completed 2018-05
Meeting with principal, 2018-05-03
Public Outreach: meeting with School Site Council, 2018-05-15
Arrival/dismissal and conditions observations: 2018-04 and earlier

I support the inclusion of San Juan High School in this ATP grant application and affirm that the school
will benefit from participation. San Juan is not on a school closure list.
/s/
Vanessa Adolphson, Principal
vadolphson@sanjuan.edu, 916-971-5112

San Juan High School Safety Page (excerpt)
Bicycles, skateboards, roller blades, scooters, etc:
Bicycle parking is provided outside E Hall. Bicycles are not permitted in any other area. It is
strongly recommended that expensive bicycles not be ridden to school. Skateboards, scooters,
and roller blades MUST be kept in lockers. Bicycles, scooters, roller blades, skateboards, etc.,
are not to be ridden on campus at anytime.
Parking Lot:
Student parking is located in the lots adjacent to the large gymnasium and the varsity baseball
field. Students are not to loiter in any of the parking lots before school, during passing periods,
or lunch. The parking lots are off limits during the school day.
https://www.sanjuan.edu/domain/500; retrieved 2019-06-04

Use transit for school and other destinations!
Passes: The RydeFree RT program offers free transit for K-12 students. Middle and high students get a sticker to place on their student ID,
while elementary students get a pass card on request. If you don’t have a pass, contact your school secretary. This is a pilot program through
September 2020, but it is hoped that it will be continued.
Bus: San Juan High is served directly by Route 1 Greenback and Route 23 El
Camino on Greenback Lane. Route 21 Sunrise, Route 25 Marconi and Route 93
Hillsdale serve parts of the attendance area. See http://www.sacrt.com/schedules/
for schedules. Google Maps, Transit, or SmaRT Ride apps, or Google Maps on your
computer, can help you figure out routes, connections, and times.
On-demand: SacRT also offers SmaRT Ride on-demand, curb-to-curb transit in
Citrus Heights, Antelope, Orangevale (and Historic Folsom Light Rail Station), Fair
Oaks, Carmichael, and Arden-Arcade. You can use SmaRT Ride to get to transit
connections, or to destinations including school, after-school programs, parks,
libraries and community centers, shopping, food and friends. SmaRT Ride operates
about 6:00AM to 9:00PM on weekdays, but not on weekends. Groups of five or
more friends ride for free! Trips are scheduled via the SmaRT Ride app (iOS and
Android), which can be downloaded from the SmaRT Ride page at https://
www.sacrt.com/apps/smart-ride/, or with a phone call to 916-556-0100. If you live
a long ways from the regular bus, SmaRT Ride can get you to and from that bus,
and then you can make connections to the entire region. Students with RydeFree RT
stickers or passes use SmaRT Ride for free.
Bikes: Regular buses and SmaRT Ride buses have bike racks, so you can take your
bike with you to get to and from your final destination. Rack capacity is limited to
three bikes and racks may be full at busy times.
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Student Travel Tally Report: One School in One Data Collection Period
School Name: San Juan High

Set ID: 25746

School Group: San Juan Unified School District

Month and Year Collected: May 2018

School Enrollment: 644

Date Report Generated: 06/04/2018

% of Students reached by SRTS activities: Not Applicable

Tags: San Juan USD

Number of Classrooms
Included in Report: 10
This report contains information from your school's classrooms about students' trip to and from school. The data used in this
report were collected using the in-class Student Travel Tally questionnaire from the National Center for Safe Routes to School.

Morning and Afternoon Travel Mode Comparison

Morning and Afternoon Travel Mode Comparison
Number
of Trips

Walk

Bike

School
Bus

Family
Vehicle

Carpool

Transit

Other

Morning

709

34%

4%

0.4%

35%

15%

9%

3%

Afternoon

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Percentages may not total 100% due to rounding.
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Morning and Afternoon Travel Mode Comparison by Day

Morning and Afternoon Travel Mode Comparison by Day

Tuesday AM

Number of
Trips

Walk

Bike

School Bus

Family
Vehicle

Carpool

Transit

Other

245

33%

5%

0.4%

34%

15%

9%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

32%

4%

0.4%

37%

14%

9%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

37%

4%

0.4%

34%

15%

9%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Tuesday PM
Wednesday AM

232

Wednesday PM
Thursday AM
Thursday PM

232

Percentages may not total 100% due to rounding.
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Travel Mode by Weather Conditions

Travel Mode by Weather Condition
Weather
Condition

Number
of Trips

Walk

Bike

School
Bus

Family
Vehicle

Carpool

Transit

Other

Sunny

512

35%

4%

0.4%

34%

14%

9%

3%

Rainy

197

32%

4%

0.5%

38%

15%

10%

1%

Overcast

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Snow

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Percentages may not total 100% due to rounding.
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